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Abstract
The exegesis will elaborate on the research process undertaken this year to write a fictional draft novel. The creative work is a young adult fantasy novel, and is part one of what will eventually be a three part series. At this stage, its working title is Phaze One.
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Quora. Well, there were quite a few trilogies and series for adults that concluded between last year and this one if that's what you mean by 'lately': “The Red Queen's War” by Mark Lawrence: with this new trilogy, Lawrence show us once again his unparalleled ability to write anti-heroic protagonists, (which he had already let us see in his previous trilogy “The Broken Empire”, a series I highly recommend and which you'll need to read before starting the other one, as they take place in the same. “The Divine Cities” by Robert Jackson Bennett: one of the most interesting and unique fantasies I've read in a while. The Modern Young Adult (Novel). YA Fantasy has changed a lot since the days of Harry Potter and Eragon. Popular titles like The Name of the Wind and The Summoner series have brought pure inventive genius to the world of Fantasy. The most noticeable change, however, is how dark some YA Fiction has become. Dystopian novels are a dime a dozen in the YA section, and they're breeding quickly. The Age Of Dystopia. The past decade has seen a tide of dystopian novels. This is YA Fantasy squeezes every awesome kind of adventure you can imagine into its pages. The action is not all there is to Truthwitch though. Just a couple of badass women saving the world. Flamecaster opens with a vengeance by assassinating one of Chima's beloved characters. 

The Craft > What separates 'adult' fantasy novels and 'young adult' fantasy novels? Comments Showing 1-30 of 30 (30 new) post a comment », date newest ». Part of the problem here is how things are labeled by content, adult for Game of Thrones vs YA for Harry Potter despite heavy philosophical tones. It makes sense a little bit more now, but in my case I may have to wait until I'm done writing to get a good feeling on how it goes. reply | flag *.